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	Embrace the mobile gaming revolution and bring your iPhone game ideas to life with Swift


	About This Book

	
		Create and design games for iPhone and iPad using SpriteKit
	
		Learn all of the fundamentals of SpriteKit game development and mix and match techniques to customize your game
	
		Follow a step-by-step walk-through of a finished SpriteKit game, from clicking on "New Project” to publishing it on the App Store



	Who This Book Is For


	If you wish to create and publish fun iOS games using Swift, then this book is for you. You should be familiar with basic programming concepts. However, no prior game development or Apple ecosystem experience is required.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Deliver powerful graphics, physics, and sound in your game by using SpriteKit
	
		Explore drawing and animation techniques for fun and quick results
	
		Read and react to various forms of player input including physical device tilt and touch recognition
	
		Master Apple's IDE, Xcode, and the accompanying toolset
	
		Polish your menus and HUD to make your game stand out
	
		Integrate your game with Game Center so that your players can share their high scores and achievements
	
		Maximize gameplay with little-known tips and strategies for fun and repeatable action
	
		Publish your hard work to the App Store and enjoy as people play your games



	In Detail


	Apple's new programming language, Swift, is fast, safe, accessibleâ€•the perfect choice for game development! Packed with best practices and easy-to-use examples, this book leads you step by step through the development of your first Swift game.


	The book starts by introducing Swift's best features for game development. Then, you will learn how to animate sprites and textures. Along the way, you will master the physics framework, add the player character and NPCs, and implement controls. Towards the end of the book, you will polish your game with fun menus, integrate with Apple Game Center for leaderboards and achievements, and then finally, learn how to publish your finished games to the App Store. By the end of this book, you will be able to create your own iOS games using Swift and SpriteKit.
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The Auction App: How Companies Tap the Power of Online Auctions to Maximize Revenue GrowthMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	How companies such as L. L. Bean and Sun Microsystems are using online auctions to help boost their bottom lines


	From liquidating excess inventory to B2B materials procurement, corporate America has discovered online auctions as a catalyst for redefining old supply-chain relationships and business practices. Most analysts...
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Living in Flow: The Science of Synchronicity and How Your Choices Shape Your WorldNorth Atlantic Books, 2019

	Harness the principles of synchronicity and flow to live better, work smarter, and find purpose in your life

	

	When we align with circumstance, circumstance aligns with us. Using a cutting-edge scientific theory of synchronicity, Sky Nelson-Isaacs presents a model for living "in the flow"--a state of optimal...
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Oracle E-Business Suite Development & Extensibility Handbook (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	Extend and Customize Oracle E-Business Suite


	Transform your Oracle E-Business Suite infrastructure to suit enterprise requirements using the comprehensive development methods in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle E-Business Suite Development & Extensibility Handbook lays out each tool alongside reusable...
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Security+ Study GuideSyngress Publishing, 2007
Over 700,000 IT Professionals Have Prepared for Exams with Syngress Authored Study Guides

The Security+ Study Guide & Practice Exam is a one-of-a-kind integration of text and and Web-based exam simulation and remediation. This system gives you 100% coverage of official CompTIA Security+ exam objectives plus test...
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QuickBooks 2018 For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2017

	The perennial bestseller—now in a new edition for QuickBooks 2018


	QuickBooks 2018 For Dummies is here to make it easier than ever to familiarize yourself with the latest version of the software. It shows you step by step how to build the perfect budget, simplify tax return preparation, manage inventory, track...
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Pro SharePoint Disaster Recovery and High AvailabilityApress, 2013

	Few IT professionals take the time to learn what needs to be known to do disaster recovery well. Most labor under the pretense that good administration equals close to five-nines uptime. Most technical people do not see the value of planning for disasters until the unexpected has already happened, and the effects of a disaster involving a...
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